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Introduction

The resisiance to r0lative motion behveen a body
and a l'cal fluid is usuaHy expressed in tenus of
the drag eoeiIicient which combines the charact
eristics of the body and the fluid with the resis
tance.
Considerable information is available concernino'
tl

.. t>
. le vanatlOn of drag coefficient with Heynolds
Humber for a body moving in an infinite fluid.
HO\vever, there is very Iittle information about the
variation of dragcoeflicient when the body moves
either in contact wHh a boundary or in the vicinity
of a boundary. A sand I)article restino' on 0;'• t>
rolling along the bed of an alluvial stream, move-
ment of vehicles used for under-sea exploration,
hall hem'ing set-up and such other problems come
under this category. In such cases, the probIem
gets complicated due to the presence of rollino'

• t>
reslstance about which very liUle is known at
present. .
. Investigation on drag coeflicient of a sphere rolI
Ing on a smooth plane houndary was conducted by
Carty [1] 1957. However, similm' studies with
sphere rolling on rough boundary have not yet been
reported. The present investigation was conducted
to study the fluid dynamic forces on sphere rollin o'
along an inclined smooth and rough boundary and
the variation of drag coefficient \Vith (a) the rouo'h-

'J b
uess parameter, D/l{ where D is the diameter of
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the sphere and K is the diameter of the roughness
elements and (b) the flO\\' and fluid characterlstics.

Theoretical considerations

For a smooth boundary, the rolling resistance can
be assumed to be uegligible as \Vas done by Carty.
Hence, the following equation of motion can be
written for a sphere rolling down a smooth bound
ary at a constant velocity :

C])Apl ~~ = ['1t~3 (Ys - YI)] sin IX
Figure l shows the various forces acting on the

sphere rolling on a rough houndary. Hough bound-

1/ Sketch defining the l'orees on a sphere rolling along a
rough houndary.

Croquis de définition des forces sollicitant une sphère
]'ou/ant sur une limite rUflueZlse.
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(3)

to rectilinear velocity is unity). The cfIcct of lift
in this particular case ,vil! be to increase the
ef1'ective friction and thus to reduce the drag coeffi
cient for a given velocity. EtIect of lift force is
neglected in this study.

On the basis of the preceding arguments, the
equation of motion for smooth and rough bound
aries reduce to
Smooth boundary:

Cn = -!V!?-ps=-eL sin (J.
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2/ Experimental setup.

]nstll IlIl lion e,1'pdrim eIl tille.

If the rolling resistance is included in the fluid
resistanee, the consequent drag coefficient, CD will
be given by the equation:

(5)

ary in this study consisted of spheres staggered
and packed closely on a plate. Balancing the forces
that act on the sphere artel' the attaimnent of
constant veilocity, on can write

which is valid only for rough boundary.
It can be shown by dimension al analysis that CD

is a function of H.eynolds number, H and relative
roughness, K/D.

(2) Experimental equipment
and procedure

The lift is causeddue to the circulatory motion
being superimposed on rectilinear motion past the
body, the phenomenon being called Magnus eflect,
Hoerner [2] refers to the investigations carriNI out
by Maccoll on asphere rotating in an infinite fluid
and his results indicate CL to be equal to 0.58 Cn
for the present case (Le. where the ratio of rotational

The spheres used in this investigation were of
glass, steel and plastic and were of varying diame
ters. For each sphere, diameter, weight in air and
specific gravity were determined. Properti,es of
fluicls that required determination were their spe-

'8

3/ Variation de C'D with n and D/K
(rough houndary).

l'ariatioIl de C'D eIl fonction de R et
DIJ( (limite T/lYllellse).
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Analysis for rolling resistance

beyond which aIl the curves tend to converge into
one.

n can be seen that for a given D/K value the
C'D - H curve shows a fairly rapid decrease in
C'D beyond a certain Heynolds nmnber. This Hey
nolds number increases with increase in D/l\"
This phenomenon may be due to the transition from
the laminaI' to turbulent boundary layer as obser
ved in the case of roughned spheres and cylinders
in an infinite fluid.

Since the rolIing resistance happened to be an
important factor in the motion of thesphere over
a rough boundary,a thorough analysis of ~he

colleded data was made to bring forth the rolhng
resistance in its true perspective. \Vith the rolling
resistance determined directly in the manner
explained above, attempts to relate rolling resis
tance FI' or the rolling resistance coefficient IJ.Il to
the r~tio 'D/K did not p~'ove successful as the curves
were not unique. Rence, a method for the indirect
determination of rolling resistance was evolved.

This indirect method is built on the following
tllI'ee assumptions :

1. For Heynolds number smaller than two, it
was assumed that the drag coefficient Cl) is inversely
proportional to the Heynolds number. This assump
tion is not strictly valid for the rough boundary.
Rowever, as long as the two consecutive Heynolds
numbers differed bya small amount, this did not
introduce a serious erroI'.

2. For large values of Heynolds numbers exced
ing about 500, the drag coeffieient, Cl) was assumed
to be the same for two close Heynolds numbers.

:3. For the same D/K, the rolling resistanee is
constant for a given Heynolds number.\Vith these
assumptions, substitution of appropriate quantities
of two dose Hevnolds numbers in Equation 4 re
sulted in two eZluations and the simultaneous so
Iution of them yielded the rolling resistanee, FIl'
Holling resistance eoeffieient, IJ.n eould be eomputed
as:

cific gravity and kinematic viscosity. Viscosity of
each Huid was determined in two ways, one by the
use of Hedwood viscometer and another by the use
of a capiHary tube viscometer. The values obtained
by the latter acted as an ef1"ective check on those
got from the former. The sphere diameter varied
t'rom 9.22 mm to 25.:;:3 mm and the kinematic
viscosity of the Huid was varied between 10-() and
7.15 X 10-'1 mZ/sec.

Figure 2 indicat,es the Iayout and the dimensions
of one of the closed glass walled Humes in which
the tests were condueted. The inclined plane used
for this purpose was hinged at its lo"\ver end. A
drum with wire l'ope arrangement was used at the
upper end for slope adjustment which permitted
an accuracy in the variation of the level of the
upper end of 3 mm. Two gages that cou Id read
upto 0.01 cm and with a fixed intermediate distance
were installed for the purpose of the measurement
of the~lope of the boundary. Artificial roughness
elements that were used for the investigation
consisted of 7.25 mm diameter wax beads, staggered
in rows and atllxed flrmly to an aluminium plate.
HoUing of the sphere was timed over a fixed
horizontal distance. Wïth the help of the slope
already measured, velocity of the sphere could be
easily computed. Suitable precautions were taken
to ensure that constant velocity is reached before
the recording of the observations. Average velo
city of each s'Phere was obtained over sufficient
number of observations. In addition the slope of
the boundary and temperature of the Huid were
also recorded.

Attempt "\vas made to directly measure the roIIing
resistance. The setupconsisted of an aluminium
plate studded with artificia! roughness elements
with a brass, frictionless pulley aUached to one
end. A thin wire was led over the pulley and had
at its lowerend a very light pan and to its upper
end was fasteneda coppel' ring that could be towed
along the boundary by placing weights on the pan.
Initially, the weight required to move the ring
alone at a constant velocity was found. Then the
sphere was placed inside the ring and weights added
to the pan to move the ring and the sphere at cons
tant velocity. Difference between the two weights,
ViT1 gave the roIIing resistance because of the fact
that the drag due to air works out to be negligible.
The range of Heynolds number covered in this
method was between 40 and 170. FI'

IJ.ll = Hr-;-':-
vv Il eos (J.aD

(6)

Variation of Co with R
for rough boundary

Figure 3 shows the relation between C'D and
Reyno!lds number for spheres rolling on a rough
boundary where C'l) is the drag coefficient that
takes into aeeount both fluid drag and rolIing re
sistanee. As was expeeted, the value of CI) eOllleS
out to be laI'ger than CI) at a given Heynolds number.
A feature of the plot is that the drag eoeffieient
is dependent on Heynolds number and the ratio,
D/K. The lines for ditrerent D/Ks beeome fai1"ly
parallei between Heynolds numbers 10-1 and 108

Variation of
rolling resistance coefficient

Figure 4 shows the variation of IJ.n with Hal' with
D/K as the third variable, where Ra!! was the
average of two eonseeutive Heynolds numbers. Data
eol!eeted in air to determine rolling resistanee
direetly have also been plotted in Figure 4. The
relation between IJ.ll' Hwl' and D/E: was found to
ohey an equation of the form:

IJ.n = 0.4 (D/K) -0.5 - 0.06 log10 Ra!! (7)
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As is apparent from Figure 4, the increase in the
rolling resistance with the reduction in Heynolds
number seems to be due to the corresponding re
duction in the velocity causing a longer contact
of the sphere with the roughness elements. On
the other hand, at large Heynolds numbers the
sphere, due to increased velocity just skips over
the roughness elements with the consequent re
duction in the rolling resistance. During the expe
riments it was actual:ly observed that at higher
velocities (and hence, higher Reynolds numbers)
the sphere lost contact with the bed more often.

Another feature was that with increase in D/K
ratio the roIling resistance reduces. \Vith increase
in D/K ratio, the ratio of the contact area of the
sphere with thc roughness elements to the area of
cross-section of the sphere reduces. This may be
the reason for the above trend of decrease in 1'011

ing resistance coefIicient with increase in D/K.

Il was observed after the completion of the ana
lysis and plotting of results that, in the Stokian
range the plot Cl) versus R for the rough boundary
obeyed an equation of the form:

C_~onstant
D - R1.3

instead of the equation of the fOrI11:

assumed. But modification in the equation of mo
tion pertaining to one of the two consecutive Hey
nolds numbers to take into account this change
in the exponent of Heynolds number did not affect
appreciably the values of !-LIt already computed.

Variation of CID with R
for rough boundary

similar feature has been referred to by Carty [1 ]
while reviewing the work done by McNow on cy
lindrical boundaries. The critical Reynol,ds num
ber signifying the formation of the turbulent
boundary layer occurs at a much earlier stage C0111
pared to the sphere falling in an infini te fluid.

Apparently there is a relatively less scatter of
points at Reynolds number less than one, thereby
indicating that, in this range the effect of DIK on
Cn has been adequately taken into account. On
the other hand, for higher Reynolds numbers there
is a greater scatter. Even though there is no sys
tematic variation of Cn with DIK in this range, one
might expect that in the range of Reynolds number
where Cn becomes nearly constant, Cl) should de
crease with decreasing values of D/K. The reason
for this trend is that, smaller the value of D/K for
a given D, smaller will be the area of the sphere
exposed to the flow due to the projection of rough
ness elements.

Another observation that can be made is that the
drag coefIicient remainsconstant behveen Reynolds
numbers 40 and 103 • On the other hand in the case
of asphere falling in an infini te fluid the drag
coefIicient is almost constant (in faet it slightly
increases) within the range of Reynolds numbers,
103 to 2 X 105 beyond which it suddenly drops due
to the change in the boundary layer l'rom laminar
to turbulent. The reason for this difference is not
knownat ,present.

Variation of CID with R
for smooth boundary

Figure 6 shows the variation of Cn with Reynolds
number for the smooth boundary \vhich was found
to be similal' to that for spheres in an infinite fluid.
The Stokian range extends upto a Heynolds num
ber of 20 and in this range Cn - R curve obeys a
straight line variation of the form:

Carty's curve for the sphere rolling on smooth
boundary is alsoshown in Figure 6. He has found
the laminaI' range to obey a law of the form:

\Vhereas the curves of the author and Carty
agree well in the range of Heynolds numbers great
el' than 8 000, they differ appreciably in the laminaI'
range. Although the reason for this difference is
not known, it can be mentioned here that the equip
ment used for the present study was two and half
times longer than that used by Carty, with the
obvious advantage that it permitted 'larger lengths
both for the attainment of uniform velocity and
for the purpose of timing the motion of the sphere.
Herrce, il 'Ïs feH that the data collected in the present
study is more reliable.

Figure 5 shows the variation of drag coefficient
with Heynolds number for a rough boundary, the
values of Cl) having been computed l'rom Equation 4
after substituting the appropriate rolling resistance,
FIl as obtained l'rom Figure 3 or Equation 7. One
feature of this plot is that the drag coefIicient for
different D/K ratios tend to fall on a single curve.
Hence, a mean curve has been drawn to in'C1icate
the variation of Cn with Reynolds number for a
sphere resting on a rough boundary.

At low values of Reynolds numbers the Clll'Ve
obeys a straight line relation on a log-log chart.
This corresponds to that of Stokes range for a
sphere faUing in an infinite fluid where the linearity
extends upto a Heynolcls number of 0.1. But here,
the Stokian range extencls upto 1 and follows an
equation of the form:

C - 82.5 (8)
l) - R1.3

The extension of the zone of predominance of
viscosity is due to the presence of the boundary. A
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Conclusions

The drag coefllcient for a sphere moving on a
smooth or a rough bounclary is found to be much
different from the drag coefllcient of a sphere in
an infini te fluid. This fact is important and must
be tal,en into account in the analysis of movement
of sediment partieles in alluvial cl;anneis. Figure 5
shows rather large scatter in the range of Rey
nolds numbers 10 to 104 • This indicates that there
is a scope for improvement in the estimation of
rolling resistance.

A:

CI •
D .

F .
D'

Fr, :

FR:

g:

List of notations

Proj eciion of the cross-sec
tionai area normal to the
direction of veloeity. . . . . .. L2

Drag coefllcient with fluid
resistance only. . . dimensionless

Drag eoefllcient with rolling
resistance ineluded in fluid
resistance. . . dimcnsionless

Coefficient of lift. . . . . . . . .. dimensioniess

Diametcr of the spherc.... L

Drag force MLT-2

Lift force. . . MLT-2

H.olling resistance offered by
the rough boundary....... MLT-2

Acceleration due to gravity . LT-2

K: Diameter of the spheres for
ming the rOllgh boundary. L

R: Heynolds number. dimensionless

H av : Average Heynolds number
corresponding to rolling re-
sistance. . . dimensionless

U: Helative velocity between
the flllid and the sphere .. LT-l

\VB : Huoyant \veight of the sphe-
re ~!ILT-2

vV1 : Net weight in the rolling
resistance method. . . ..... MLT-2

IJ.: Dynamic viscosity of the
fluid ML-1T-l

IJ.lt: Holling resistance coefllcient. dimensionless

Pt: Mass density of the iluid ... ML-3

Ps: Mass density of the sphere. ML-3

a: Angle of slope of the bouncl-
ary in degrees .

aav: Average angle of slope of the
bOllndary .

Yt: Specific \veight of the fluid. ML-2T-2

Ys: Specifie weight of the sphe-
re. . . ~!{L-2T-2
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